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ABSTRACT: 

 

This project is about the use of combined tool in coaches which is manufactured with some definite 

dimensions in order to reduce the time and increase the productivity in the company. This project is being assigned 

for MUTP (Mumbai Urban Transport Project) to facilitate the transport system in the city.This is mainly to reduce 

the scrap and turn it into useful job for other requirements which is used according to the needs of that particular 

job. Also it reduces the amount of scrap that is being produced yearly.By implementing the process the cost that is 

saved is considerable and there is being a huge number of variation done in time estimation when compared  

between existing and modified process. 
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1) INTRODUCTION: 

The sheet metal industry has seen more mechanical 

advances than some other since the most recent 

century [1].Press working might be characterized as, 

an assembling procedure by which different segments 

are produced using sheet metal. This procedure is 

additionally named as icy stamping. The machine 

utilized for squeeze working is known as a press.  

 

The principle highlights of a press are:  

 

 1)A edge which bolster a smash or a slide and a bed, 

a wellspring of system for working the slam in 

accordance with and typical to the bed.  

 

2)The smash is furnished with appropriate 

punch/punches and a kick the bucket piece is 

connected to the bed. 

3) It is vital to comprehend the effect of these control 

parameters so as to anticipate and improve the device 

life of stamping kicks the bucket. [2] 
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4)A stamping is created by the descending stroke of 

the smash when the punch moves towards and into the 

bite the dust square.  

 

5)The punch and pass on square get together is for the 

most part named as a "kick the bucket set" or 

straightforward as the "pass on" . 

 

The press speaks to a particular sort of machine 

device, fundamental in the execution of mechanical 

assembling forms. Presses convey vitality through a 

power that demonstrations over a separation or stroke. 

One vital application is in metal fashioning produce. 

The vitality of the press is utilized to close incredible, 

the part inside. Press machine instruments apply 

drive/vitality to the work uniquely in contrast to drop 

pounds, (that convey vitality to the work through a 

crash), hammers are alternate class of machine 

devices used to produce metal parts. Drop hammers 

are secured on the past page. This page will cover 

distinctive sorts of press machines, their capacity, and 

abilities, in spite of the fact that it is situated in the 

metal fashioning area, is just a single class of 

assembling forms that utilize presses.  

 

Press machines are likewise the essential machine 

instrument utilized as a part of metal expulsion and 

sheet metal creation forms. Water powered and 

mechanical presses are utilized amid sheet metal 

framing to the degree that sheet metal procedures, 

when all is said in done, are frequently alluded to as 

press working. Presses might be utilized as a part of 

the produce of plastic parts. Machining tasks, for 

example, suggesting, may likewise require presses.  

 

Press machine devices shift in estimate and in the 

measure of power they can yield. The vitality from a 

press is frequently used to do work in a huge measure 

of power, for example, a lot of plastic misshapening 

of a sizable bit of metal. The strategy and nature by 

which a press machine will convey its vitality will 

differ, subject to its compose.  

 

The previously mentioned process is being done in the 

machine called whimsical press and the activity is 

worried about press working sheet metal 

operation.Basically there are two kinds of sheet metal  

activities in squeeze working innovation they are 

named as:  

 

1)Cutting activities  

 

2)Forming activities  

 

In cutting activities. The work piece is worried past its 

definitive quality. The pressure caused in the metal is 

utilized to slice the metal to get the coveted activity. 

Be that as it may, in shaping tasks, the burdens are 

underneath a definitive quality and there is no cutting 

of metal yet just the form of the work piece is changed 

to get the coveted item.  

The different cutting tasks are blanking , punching or 

puncturing, scoring , puncturing , trimming , shaving , 

slitting and spearing  

 

These procedures continues the slicing activity to get 

the coveted yield .  
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       (FIG 1: PRESS WORKING 

TECHNOLOGY) 

 

2) PUNCH: 

       A punch press is a sort of machine 

press used to cut openings in material. It can be little 

and physically worked and hold one simple die set, or 

be extremely large, CNC operated, with a 

multi-station turret and hold a substantially bigger and 

complex pass on set.Punch presses are huge machines 

with either a 'C' type outline, or an 'entry' (connect) 

type outline. The C type has the pressure driven slam 

at the best chief part, while the gateway outline is 

much likened to an entire hover with the smash being 

focused inside the edge to stop outline avoidance or 

distortion.Punch presses are generally alluded to by 

their tonnage and table size. In a generation domain a 

30-ton press is for the most part the machine utilized 

today. The tonnage expected to cut and shape the 

material is outstanding, so estimating tooling for a 

particular occupation is a genuinely clear assignment. 

As indicated by the necessity the tonnage may even 

go up to 2000 to 2500 ton presses. 

 

3) DIE: 

     A bite the dust set comprises of an arrangement 

of punches (male) and passes on (female) which, 

when squeezed together, shape an opening in a 

workpiece (and may likewise distort the workpiece in 

some coveted way). Bite the dust configuration is a 

standout amongst the most essential strides in Powder 

Metallurgy process in light of the fact that the shape 

and qualities of the bite the dust will specifically 

influence the last part [3].The punches and passes on 

are removable, with the punch being appended to the 

slam amid the punching procedure. The smash climbs 

and down in a vertically direct movement, compelling 

the punch through the material into the bite the dust. 

 

4)  EXISTING PROCESS: 

 

                 Currently the existing process  

is executed with some definite dimensions which is 

done with the help of two eccentric press machines 

which is of load 200 tons and 60 tons respectively. 

The job should be cut into some definite dimensions 

to meet the requirement and the current existing tool 

is of some other dimensions which increases the time 

estimation of the process and also increases the scrap 

amount that is being produced for the particular time 

period. 

It is also concerned with the productivity rate.                                                       

In this existing process the tool is made up of mild 

steel.For each job that has to be machined it takes 8 

number of strokes(i.e. it takes two strokes for each 

plate that is being cutted out of the machine.So it 

takes more amount of time and more man power to 

take care of the process.  

Approximately it need eight men to do all the 

process that is involved in manufacturing the 

concerned job to be finished incuding 

straightening,shearing,profile shearing,So,it is 

consuming more when compared to the modified 

process.The amount of scrap that is going as waste is 
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also considerably more when compared to the 

modified process . 

  

 

FIG 2: ECCENTRIC PRESS MACHINE 

 

 The time study chart has been done for this existing 

process and have been found that it might 909hrs per 

year for this process and there is less amount of 

productivity rate compared to the modified 

process.The scrap amount estimation is also in the 

existing process.And also in this process the tool’s 

dimension is less than the required dimension so,it 

takes 2 stroke for single cut and this is the reason for 

the huge time estimation. 

 

5) MODIFIED PROCESS: 

                 In the modified process two 

tools are being combined to finish two requirements in 

a single stroke.This spark of thought can be 

established because it might reduce the time 

estimation compared to the existing process and when 

time study chart is done for the modified process the 

estimation is approximately of 133hrs which is very 

less when compared to the existing process. 

 

       The scrap amount has been reduced upto 

3812 kgs per year.This amount of scrap can be saved. 

       The modified design process is safe because 

when the load calculation has been done the total load 

is of 138 tons approximately which is less than the 

capacity of the eccentric press machine ( 200 tons). 

 

 

FIG 3: MODIFIED TOOL    

 

The above shown design is the isometric view of the  

modified tool where two tools are combined into a 

single one in order reduce the time. The bigger 

rectangle and the projected smaller rectangle is of 

definite dimensions which can finish the work in 

single stroke. 

           The modified tool has to be fixed to the 

punch and it requires some amount of setup time for 

testing the process and after that the machine will be 

ready to produce the required job with less time 

estimation. 

 

 

FIG 4 : PUNCH PRESS  

 

In the above shown design the modified tool is being 

fixed to the punch section. 
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       FIG 5: DIE PART   

The above shown is the isometric view of the die part. 

 

6) ADVANTAGES OF THE PROCESS: 

        By introducing the formatted process by 

replacing the existing process increases the 

productivity and reduces the time factor by large 

amount.Also it reduces the scrap amount that is made 

during the process and saves the cost that is going on 

the scrap these advantages has been noted and 

calculated.This process ensures that it facilitates the 

transport system in MUTP(Mumbai urban transport 

project). 

 

7) CONCLUSION: 

         The process of manufacturing the 

combined tool for the RAILWAY COACHES in 

order to get the required job machined for MUTP 

(Mumbai urban transport project) which is used in the 

under frame parts of the coaches. The combined tool 

is manufactured to facilitate the transport system and 

to develop the production rate of this coaches and 

mainly the time estimation is reduced  to produce 

these coaches. The coaches are majorly uses as the 

passenger compartment coaches.  Percentage of 

savings is about 85% if the existing process has been 

replace by the formatted process. Also the scrap 

produced will be reduced eventually. If the above task 

is accomplished, the production rate will be increased 

and the time factor needed will be decreased. 
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